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Abstract
This study attempts to show whether or not an assumed analogue of climate change – energy
storage – is as politicized in the traditional media. It is hypothesized that energy storage
scientists and energy storage technology would be more likely to be discussed in an article with
political framing content. The handcoded and automatically clustered content of the entire
population of news content on energy storage in the New York Times and The Guardian reveals
that there is an abundance of political content in both media outlets. However, statistical
analysis confirms that only the New York Times science and technology content is significantly
connected to politics. The foundation is thus set in the United States for energy storage to be
just as politicized as other energy-related topics ideologically connected to climate change such
as renewable energy.
Keywords: energy storage; energy policy; politicized science; media framing; climate change;
content analysis; automated clustering
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Introduction
There are significant implications for the science and technology policy agenda setting
process when science content in the media is incomplete or framed negatively.1 In this paper,
the tools of science communication are employed to analyze how the topics of energy storage
science, technology, and research have been discussed in the media. Advancements in the
area of energy storage can potentially solve a host of problems facing the electronics utility
industry, including blackout preparedness, grid-wide load shifting, and the intermittency of wind
and solar power generation. Energy storage can also advance clean energy production systems
and foster widespread use of electric vehicles, both of which can subsequently reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
This reference to greenhouse gas reductions provides a clear scientific and
technological connection between climate change and energy storage. Yet, it is precisely this
connection that may thwart efforts to prioritize battery storage on the science and technology
policy agenda given that scientific consensus surrounding climate change has been conveyed in
the media via politicized frames. It is thus expected that political framing content in the media
coincides with content related to energy storage scientists and energy storage technology,
ultimately challenging scientific credibility and decreasing trust in energy storage-related science
and technology.
There has been no documented research examining media content specifically related
to energy storage science and technology; neither has there been an attempt to examine its
politicized alignment. To fill this gap, a comprehensive content analysis is conducted here of all
battery storage-related articles in the New York Times and The Guardian. It is shown that
politics dominate media content on energy storage, albeit in distinct ways between the New
York Times and The Guardian. While there is an abundance of political content in both outlets,
indicating clear connections to the political realm, energy storage content is not necessarily
politicized. Yet, given the centrality of topics such as greenhouse gases and climate change in
newspaper content focusing on energy storage, particularly in the New York Times, the
foundation may be set in the United States for energy storage to be just as politicized as other
energy-related topics that have been connected to climate change.

Climate Change Discourse as Analogue
Energy storage is approached here using the tools of science communication. Science
communication, generally speaking, is an interdisciplinary field consisting of the media and
communications created by news organizations, journalists (specialized or not), science
information professionals, scientists, and the audiences of those media (Weigold, 2001).
Members and institutions of the government are typically the key recipients of these
communications (Liu, Vedlitz, & Alston, 2008), thus establishing the connection between
science and technology and the relevant policy agenda setting process.
One of the goals of science communication is the identification of strategies for
articulating best practices, ranging from hurdling obstacles in the communication of policyFor the purposes of this study, “media” refers to traditional media (i.e. newspapers, television,
etc.), which is distinct from new media (i.e. social media).
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relevant science (Druckman, 2015) to prescribing specific rhetorical techniques such as
storytelling (Dahlstrom, 2014; Tanveer, Samrose, Baten, & Hoque, 2018). The challenge here is
the underlying tendency for science to be politicized (Druckman, 2015), i.e. when media content
highlights the inherent uncertainty of science, casting doubt on scientific consensus (Bolsen &
Druckman, 2015). Climate change has been particularly politicized in the media (Boykoff &
Boykoff, 2004; Feldman, Hart, & Milosevic, 2015), which can partly be explained by specific
actors, such as journalists or politicians, emphasizing uncertainty, causing further polarization
among readers of climate science news (Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018b).
The public’s view of science and technology is generally varied, with multiple views
operating in competition (Betten, Broerse, & Kupper, 2018). Research based on controlled
experiments has shown that hope and fear are strong mediators (Nabi, Gustafson, & Jensen,
2018). Others have conducted survey-based experiments to show that even simple shifts in
language can have significant effects on audiences’ perceptions of a scientific topic (Bolsen &
Druckman, 2015), a finding that has been shown more broadly (Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018a).
Focusing on identifying the most appropriate science-based message, the survey of the
literature in Lupia (2013) concluded that understanding news media’s portrayal of a technology
or subject can have large effects on the public’s response to advancement in those fields.
Specifically, politicization limits the positive impacts of otherwise credible scientific information
and generates anxiety and decreases trust in scientific evidence (Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018b,
2018a).
Confounding factors include partisanship and political ideology. Public opinion over
scientific findings – climate change included – is divided across partisan and ideological lines
(Kahan, 2015; McCright & Dunlap, 2011). Public opinion is also impacted by the media source
itself as individuals self-select into news sources that are particularly resonating (Feldman,
Myers, Hmielowski, & Leiserowitz, 2014; Siegel, 2013; Zhao, 2009). In addition, it has been
shown that climate change discourse has differing impacts based on geographic region (Liu et
al., 2008; Mallett et al., 2018), and that media outlets differ in terms of their reporting techniques,
such the frames they use and the basis for such frames (Feldman et al., 2015; Weigold, 2001).
As an example, comparative analysis of news coverage of smart grid technology showed that
there is a greater focus on the individualistic interests of commercial development and technical
advancement in the U.S. while coverage in Canada focuses more on the population’s
experience of living with a smart grid (Mallett et al 2018).
The German case provides another relevant example, where it has been discovered that
e-mobility-related discourse – i.e. terms describing electric cars and related technology – were
crucial aspects of the broader sustainable development conversation (Schwedes, Kettner, &
Tiedtke, 2013). Medial constructions have been used to understand topics relevant to the
climate change discourse, and Weiss (2017) showed that “energy landscape,” a term referring
to geophysical space, is used in the German press as a representation of the general energy
debate. Though German citizens are more trusting in institutions and also slightly more liberal
than U.S. citizens, both German and American populations reveal similar trends (Pechar,
Bernauer, & Mayer, 2018). In other words, the potential for metaphorical phrases representing
the larger debate on climate change is relevant given the U.S.’s highly politicized press.
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Hypotheses
With regard to the issue of energy storage, there is virtually no research on how the topic
is being discussed in the media or how the general public recognizes its salience. This is a
significant absence given that the technology can radically transform energy supply and
demand, addressing a host of problems facing the energy industry such as power blackouts and
dealing with wind and solar power generations’ intermittency. Energy storage also intersects
with consumer’s lives frequently in the form of personal electronics and hybrid/electric vehicles,
the costs of which have been reducing over time (Dunn, Kamath, & Tarascon, 2011). These
attributes of energy storage technology make it an analogue to climate change; i.e. energy
storage is connected to clean energy production systems like wind and solar as well as to
electric vehicles (Stokes & Breetz, 2018).2 In light of the fact that there is no formal research
covering news trends on the subject of energy storage technology nor has there been any
formal attempt to assess the prospects for the politicization of energy storage-related news
content, a content analysis of media content on the topic of energy storage is conducted here.
To recapitulate the aforementioned literature, the media has exacerbated the
politicization of climate change scientists and greenhouse gas-mitigating technologies. One can
expect that a similar process has occurred or will likely occur at some point with regard to
energy storage-related scientists and technology. Focusing on the historical record, tests will be
made here for the following two hypotheses:
H1: The probability of energy storage-related scientists being present in the news
increases with political discussion in the news.
H2: The probability of energy storage-related technology being present in the news
increases with political discussion in the news.
The differences between H1 and H2 are only in terms of the emphasis placed on scientists
themselves and the research output that they generate. Rejection of both H1 and H2 would
confirm that energy storage-related newspaper content is not politicized at all. Acceptance of
one or the other would provide conditional verification of politicization.

Data & Methods
The unit of analysis for this study is the individual newspaper article, and the entire
population of content on energy storage in the New York Times and The Guardian is analyzed.3
These newspapers are both reputable and market-dominating and were expected to provide an
accurate reflection of news coverage in both the North American and European news markets.
They also allow for an exploratory comparison of these two markets in terms of energy storagerelated content and its politicization, which could be relevant given the extent to which climate
change has been politicized in the U.S. media. Between the U.S. and the U.K., for example, a
survey of climate change-related content in newspapers that include the New York Times and
2

There are also connections to environmentalism more generally given energy storage
technology’s reliance on the mining of rare earth minerals, an aspect not addressed in detail
here.
3 The cut-off date for data collection was July 2018.
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The Guardian found that, in the mid-2000s, the scientific consensus surrounding climate change
was challenged more in the U.S. media (Boykoff, 2007), although by the end of the decade, the
U.S. and U.K. media shared the practice of reporting on climate skepticism (Painter & Ashe,
2012). Where the U.S. media market seems to diverge from other markets is how reporting on
climate change rests on how scientists and politicians are divided over the issue (Brossard,
Shanahan, & McComas, 2004).
Based on the inclusion of the keywords, “energy storage,” nearly 900 articles were
initially collected from these two newspapers using their respective developer APIs. From this
original collection of 430 and 358 articles from the New York Times and The Guardian,
respectively, a total of 526 articles were ultimately identified as covering energy storage properly;
i.e. “energy storage” was being discussed in terms of battery energy storage rather than the
energy storage of a cell, etc. The population of energy storage-related articles amounted to 240
from the New York Times and 296 from The Guardian.
Methodologically, science communication is connected to discourse analytical
techniques borrowed from linguistics and the social sciences (Kirilenko & Stepchenkova, 2012;
Schwedes et al., 2013; Weiss, 2017). Many studies which focus on news analysis continue to
rely on inductive coding done by trained researchers (Feldman et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2008;
Mallett et al., 2018; Pasquare & Pozzetti, 2007; Schwedes et al., 2013; Weiss, 2017).
Recognizing the benefits and challenges faced by both automated and handcoded content
analysis, described in general in Krippendorff (2019) and with specific regard to political content
in Grimmer and Stewart (2013), an iterative handcoding process of the New York Times and
The Guardian newspaper articles’ content was employed, requiring numerous revisions and
updates, resembling the inter-coder test scheme of Liu et al. (2008). General categories of
article content were initially produced by a research assistant and then confirmed separately by
the author. Discrepancies about content were vetted and resolved with both individuals present.
Our first task was to identify the nature of each article’s content through the
aforementioned coding process. Given our focus on understanding the extent to which energy
storage is politicized in the media, we documented all details regarding each article’s discussion
of governmental agencies, political groups, individual scientists, references to academic sources,
references to organizations (e.g., universities, national labs, firms), mentions of any consumer
products (e.g., electric cars, electronics, home energy storage appliances), and the specific type
of energy storage technology mentioned.

Dependent Variables
Three key measures were established. First, the presence of political content was
identified when any of the following characteristics appeared in an article: political parties,
political ideologies, governmental branches/committees/agencies, the European Union, foreign
governments, or multinational panels/agencies/organizations/treaties. Second, the presence of
energy storage-related scientists was identified when any scientist, researcher, or analyst was
present in an article, including those from the natural sciences (i.e. biology, chemistry,
engineering, physics, math or a related subfield), the social sciences (i.e. economics,
archeology, history, social sciences, sociology [demography], or a related field), and specialists
in a private sector who conducts futures or industry analysis (e.g., a researcher for Kelley Blue
Book who forecasts industry prices or an analyst predicting stock prices). Third, the presence of
5

energy storage-related technology was identified when an article contained one of the following
technology types or energy storage types: lithium ion technology, hydrogen fuel cell technology,
nickel-metal-hydride technology, pumped hydroelectric energy storage technology, compressed
air energy storage technology, capacitor or supercapacitor technology, flywheel technology,
concentrated solar technology, flow battery technology, vehicle to grid technology, or other
types of technology. The second and third of these two measures represent the dependent
variables, respectively, for H1 and H2.

Independent Variables
A second source of article content was also available for analysis. Included in the
dataset curated through the two newspapers’ developer APIs were each article’s newspapergenerated article-based subject tags. Typically, multiple tags appeared alongside each article.
For the population of New York Times articles under analysis here, a total of 453 tags were
provided by the newspaper, and the following are the ten most-frequently appearing tags: solar
energy, alternative and renewable energy, batteries, electric light and power, automobiles, wind
power, greenhouse gas emissions, electric and hybrid vehicles, energy and power, natural gas.
For the population of The Guardian articles, a total of 374 tags were provided by the newspaper,
with the following top-ten most frequently appearing tags: energy, renewable energy, Guardian
sustainable business, climate change, solar power, energy industry, greenhouse gas emissions,
energy (environment), wind power, environment.
Given the frequency with which these tags are used and given varying combinations of
their usage across both newspapers’ samples of articles, an analysis may be conducted of their
co-occurrence within each article. A co-occurrence analysis of this type might employ network
analysis to complement the qualitative handcoded content analysis identifying politics, science,
and technology described above.4 It would also provide us with an opportunity to identify
categories of clustered content extending beyond politics, scientists, and technology. Tests for
H1 and H2 could then be conducted by regressing, separately for articles from the New York
Times and The Guardian, the dependent variables on these clustered group types. In addition,
the handcoded presence-of-politics measure could be used to confirm network analysis-derived
content that contains political content.

Analysis
The results of the network analysis are produced via the Clauset-Newman-Moore
clustering algorithm for each article’s set of tags. Presented in Figure 1 for the tags presented in
the New York Times energy storage-related articles, a number of groups may be identified,
including Policy & Politics, which mostly typically mentions climate change, air pollution, key
political actors, renewable energy, regulation, and R&D funding. In terms of tag centrality, Policy
& Politics is well connected to other tags but is simultaneously insular in that key political figures
(e.g., Bill and Melinda Gates, Michael Bloomberg, John Holdren, Barack Obama), firms (e.g.,
Microsoft, Kleiner, Perks, Caufield, and Byers, Xerox, Lockheed Martin), and non-profits and
multinational organizations (e.g., the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the UNFCCC, the
4

NodeXL (Smith et al., 2010) is used for the subsequent cluster analysis and generation of
network graphs.
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United Nations), alongside several policy issue areas (e.g., solar energy, wind energy,
innovation), are more connected to each other. Titles of articles that contain Policy & Politics
tags include the following: “A Call to Triple U.S. Spending on Energy Research” (June 9, 2010);
“With a Big If, Science Panel Finds Deep Cuts Possible in Auto Emissions and Oil Use” (March
18, 2013); “How Obama’s Climate Goals Will Play in Silicon Valley (June 12, 2014); “Bill Gates,
the ‘Impatient Optimist,’ Lays Out his Clean-Energy Innovation Agenda” (February 23, 2016);
and “Trump Critics on Climate Policy Hope Executives Can Sway Him” (March 30, 2017).
New York Times subject tags are clustered into three other groups that, one might argue,
also account for actors that could be considered part of the political and policy making process.
To repeat, the Clauset-Newman-Moore clustering algorithm has determined that they these
non-Policy & Politics groups of tags were less likely to be present with political tags relative to
tags included in the Policy & Politics group. For example, the Car & Battery group focuses on
automobiles, automobile makers, fuel efficiency, hybrid and electric vehicles, automobile safety,
battery technology and the related science. Titles of articles that contain tags from this group
include the following: “E.V. Batteries Can Have Second Lease on Life, Automakers Assert” (July
21, 2011); “Fuel Efficiency Takes Baby Steps in the Auto Industry” (June 20, 2012); “New Volt
Will Have Improved Powertrain and Longer Range” (October 28, 2014); “G.M. and Nissan
Reusing Old Electric Car Batteries” (June 17, 2015); and “Tesla Passes Ford in Market Value
and Investors Bet on the Future” (April 3, 2017).
A third group of tags, Infrastructure & Energy Actors, shown in Figure 1, is undoubtedly
connected to the core group of tags from the Policy & Politics group, implying that “energy
actors” represent private firms (e.g., General Electric Co.), different utilities, and scientist-based
advocacy groups and individuals (e.g., Union of Concerned Scientists, Ken Caldeira), among
others. Titles of articles that contain tags from this group include the following: “A Call to Triple
U.S. Spending on Energy Research” (June 9, 2010); “Could Wind Power Cool New England’s
Price Fever?” (February 17, 2013); “Panel’s Latest Warming Warning Misses Global Slumber
Party on Energy Research” (November 2, 2014); and “G.E. to Spin Off New Energy
Technologies in One Company” (October 7, 2015). A fourth group of tags, Innovation & Energy
Actors, represent government research institutes (e.g., Argonne National Laboratory), private
research institutes (e.g., Bell Lab), universities (e.g., MIT), and the U.S. Department of Energy
(including former Secretary Steven Chu), among others. Titles of articles that contain tags from
this group include the following: “Seeking to Star a Silicon Valley for Battery Science”
(November 30, 2012) and “Can ‘Battery Geniuses’ Transform Cars and the Grid?” (February 13,
2015).
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Figure 1. Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale network of New York Times tags, grouped by Clauset-Newman-Moore clustering algorithm
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Employing the same clustering approach to the subject tags attached to energy storagerelated articles from The Guardian, five groups are identified as presented in Figure 2. The
largest group, Overview, is the broadest in terms of content and focuses on, among other things,
the causes and implications of battery storage technology, energy efficiency, renewable energy,
fossil fuels, R&D, and green politics. Examples of article titles that include tags falling into this
group include the following: “UK on Course to Reap Massive Renewable Energy Harvest” (May
19, 2010); “Onshore Wind Energy: What are the Pros and Cons?” (September 25, 2012); “We
Cannot Afford Not to Have Nuclear in Our Low-Carbon Energy Mix” (February 19, 2013);
“Power-To-Gas Energy Storage Could Help Displace Use of Fossil Fuels” (July 4, 2014); “Wind
Turbines ‘Could Supply Most of UK’s Electricity’” (November 8, 2016); “Salt, Silicon or Graphite:
Energy Storage Goes Beyond Lithium Ion Batteries” (April 6, 2017); “Charging Ahead: Welsh
Battery Scheme May Aid Growth of Green Energy” (May 21, 2017); and “Pioneering ‘Liquid Air’
Project Can Help Store Excess Electricity” (June 5, 2018)
Energy Policies, the name for the second group of subject tags, covers the economics
and R&D of energy-related policies. Examples of article titles that include tags from this group
include the following: “Discredited Pseudoscience or a Newly Useful Technology?” (August 14,
2008); “Isis Laboratory Funding Shortfall ‘Damaging UK’s Research Standing’” (November 27,
2011); “Sugar Battery Offers Hope of Green-Powered Gadgets Within Three Years” (January 22,
2014); “The Clean Energy Economy Is Coming – And There’s A Lot to Lose for Those Who
Can’t Keep Up” (May 9, 2016); “It’ll Do a Power of Good for Australia to Shift to Electric Vehicles”
(August 12, 2016); and “High Energy Bills Here to Stay But Jobs Heading Overseas, Industry
Group Warns” (February 27, 2017).
Autos & Environment, the third group of subject tags, focuses on the automobile industry,
the environment and climate change, key political actors, multinational coordination efforts, the
media, and automobiles. Examples of article titles that include tags from this group include the
following: “What Are Britain’s Greenest Cars?” (July 18, 2008); “Company Fleets Targeted to
Kickstart Electric Car Sales” (December 8, 2009); “Trial Run for Biggest Battery in Europe That
Could Help Power Britain” (July 29, 2013); “Giant Batteries Connected to the Grid: The Future of
Energy Storage?” (November 14, 2014); “Tesla’s Batteries Could Be Bigger Business Than
Electric Cars” (May 7, 2015); “The Innovators: Cheaper Batteries Could Help Electric Cars Hit
the Mainstream” (July 5, 2015); “The World’s Climate Is in the Hands of Just Three Nations”
(November 30, 2015); “Elon Musk Calls for Carbon Price to Halve the Transition Time to Clean
Energy” (December 2, 2015); “Plans for an Electric Car Charging Point in Every New Home in
Europe” (October 11, 2016); “Retro-Electric: Making Petrol-Guzzling Cars Eco-Friendly”
(October 23, 2016); “Nissan Launches British-Made Home Battery to Rival Tesla’s Powerwall”
(May 4, 2017); “Carmakers’ Electric Dreams Depend on Supplies of Rare Minerals” (July 29,
2017); “Electric Cars Key to Driving Change in UK’s Energy Supply Industry” (October 7, 2017);
“Natural Gas Killed Coal – Now Renewables and Batteries Are Taking Over” (January 29, 2018);
and “Energy Storage Leap Could Slash Electric Car Charging Times” (February 26, 2018). The
remaining two groups of tags that could be classified include Australian Energy Policy and
Urban & Corporate Social Responsibility (a combination of tags with an urban focus and CSR).
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Figure 2. Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale network of The Guardian tags, grouped by Clauset-Newman-Moore clustering algorithm
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Summary statistics for the presence of subject tags from each identified grouping among
the population of energy storage-based news content from the New York Times and The
Guardian confirm that, for the New York Times articles, Policy & Politics and Car & Battery are
the most prevalent subjects, present in articles 54.6% and 42.1% of the time, respectively. In
The Guardian, subject tags for the Overview group are present 76.1% of the time, while tags
from the Energy Policies and the Autos & Environment group are present 42.1% and 37.7% of
the time, respectively. Again, these group assignments represent the independent variables in
the subsequent analysis while the dependent variables are represented by the earlier
handcoded content of these articles, i.e. the presence of political content, scientists, and
technology. Presented in Table 1 is a description of the content of these articles, by publication.
The dominant content area is political content, present in 69.6% of all New York Times articles
and in 71.5% of The Guardian articles.
Table 1. Summary statistics for articles covering energy storage, by publication
Std.
New York Times
Mean
The Guardian
Mean
Dev.
Dependent variables:
Presence of political content
Presence of scientists
Presence of technology
Tags by group:
Car & Battery
Policy & Politics
Infrastructure & Energy Actors
Innovation & Energy Actors

0.696
0.326
0.554

0.461
0.470
0.498

0.421
0.546
0.217
0.100

0.495
0.499
0.413
0.301

Dependent variables:
Presence of political content
Presence of scientists
Presence of technology
Tags by group:
Overview
Energy Policies
Autos & Environment
Australian Energy Policy
Urban & CSR

Std.
Dev.

0.715
0.272
0.388

0.452
0.446
0.488

0.761
0.421
0.377
0.168
0.051

0.427
0.495
0.485
0.374
0.219

Tables 2 and 3 present the logistic regression expressed as odds ratios.5 Given our
focus on the aforementioned hypotheses (H1 and H2), the first column in each table represents
a check for consistency between the handcoded measure for the presence of political content
and the political content of the automatically clustered tags from the New York Times and The
Guardian articles. Turning first to Table 2 and the New York Times articles, we observe that,
among the statistically significant results, the presence of Car & Battery tags decreases the
probability of political content being present by approximately 47 percent. The presence of
Policy & Politics tags as well as Innovation & Energy Actors tags, however, increases the
probability of political content being present by 3.8 and 3.9 times. The clustering algorithm, the
assigned labels, and the handcoding all appear to be consistent.
In terms of predicting the presence of scientists in the New York Times articles, shown in
the second column of Table 2, among the statistically significant findings we observe that only
the presence the Policy & Politics tags increases the probability of scientists being present, by
2.4 times. The presence of technology, presented in the third column of Table 2, is significantly
increased 1.6 times and 2 times with, respectively, the presence of the Car & Battery tags and
the Infrastructure & Energy Actors tags. No other tags/groups of tags significantly predict the
5

Rather than conveying the results as positive and negative coefficients, odds ratios shows the
multiple-times likelihood that a specific variable predicts the dependent variable. Anything below
1 decreases the probability, and anything greater than 1 shows an increased probability.
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presence of technology-related content. The presence of content discussing scientists, thus, is
strongly predicted by political content, while technology content is predicted by Car & Batteryrelated content as well as Infrastructure & Energy Actors-related content. One can thus
conclude that energy storage content in the New York Times is discussed in political terms,
leading us to accept H1 and conditionally accept H2 given that “energy actors” include political
institutions and actors such as the Clean Air Act and the Union of Concerned Scientists.
Table 2. Logistic regression coefficients expressed as odds ratios, New York Times
Presence of
Presence of
Presence of
political
scientists
technology
Tags
content
Car & Battery
0.533**
0.814
1.632*
(0.161)
(0.234)
(0.442)
Policy & Politics
3.820***
2.424***
0.662
(1.294)
(0.764)
(0.192)
Infrastructure & Energy Actors
0.543
1.010
1.951*
(0.218)
(0.353)
(0.687)
Innovation & Energy Actors
3.947*
1.167
0.697
(3.066)
(0.531)
(0.316)
Constant
1.647**
0.308***
1.147
(0.382)
(0.079)
(0.253)
N
240
239
240
chi2
28.51***
10.54**
9.04**
pseudo R2
0.097
0.035
0.027
Note: Standard errors in parentheses; p<0.10, p<0.05, and p<0.01 represented by *, **, and ***,
respectively.
With regard to The Guardian, we observe in the first column of Table 3 the results of our
consistency check between the handcoded and automatically clustered tags. Only the Overview
and Australian Energy Policy groups of tags significantly predict an increased likelihood that
political content will be present, by 2.1 and 5.2 times, respectively. We observe in columns 2
and 3 of Table 3 no significant effects of either the Overview or Australian Energy Policy groups
on the presence of energy storage scientists or energy storage technology. Only the tags
represented by Energy Policies provides a strong prediction of the presence of scientists being
mentioned in an article. H1 can thus be accepted as the presence of Energy Policies tags
increases the probability of scientists being mentioned in an article by approximately 81 percent.
Yet, this acceptance is conditional given that neither the Autos & Environment group nor the
Australian Energy Policy group were statistically significant predictors. H2 is entirely rejected
with regard to energy storage articles from The Guardian.
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Table 3. Logistic regression coefficients expressed as odds ratios, The Guardian
Presence of
Presence of
Presence of
political
scientists
technology
Tags
content
Overview
2.106**
1.246
1.282
(0.647)
(0.422)
(0.381)
Energy Policies
1.318
1.809**
1.274
(0.378)
(0.501)
(0.321)
Autos & Environment
1.008
1.323
0.700
(0.286)
(0.367)
(0.180)
Australian Energy Policy
5.219***
0.793
1.034
(2.834)
(0.290)
(0.332)
Urban & CSR
0.427
1.448
0.763
(0.236)
(0.836)
(0.436)
Constant
1.130
0.219***
0.541**
(0.313)
(0.072)
(0.151)
N
295
294
294
2
chi
24.93***
6.93**
4.57
pseudo R2
0.071
0.020
0.012
Note: Standard errors in parentheses; p<0.10, p<0.05, and p<0.01 represented by *, **, and ***,
respectively.

Discussion
Strategies for science communication are articulated in the literature in a variety of ways,
from broad schedules identifying major hurdles to communicating policy-relevant science
(Druckman, 2015) to more closely researched subjects such as the role of storytelling in science
related topics (Dahlstrom, 2014; Tanveer et al., 2018). In terms of prescribing how
communications about energy storage should be effectively framed, Bolsen and Shapiro (2018b)
highlight four strategies useful for science communicators and journalists. It should be noted
that these strategies are particularly useful to overcome the challenges we face with politicized
science, under which energy storage is arguably now on the cusp of being classified. The
strategies include the following: selecting frames that resonate with audiences, highlighting the
scientific consensus about the science, promoting accuracy goals for citizens when receiving
scientific information, and recruiting credible messengers for diverse audiences. These have
been shown to overcome the political and ideological biases people have when exposed to
politicized science content, and of particular importance here is the idea of focusing on frames
that resonate and engage (Moser, 2010).
Energy storage can be formulated in science communication by promoting positive selfefficacy, i.e. the perception that an individual can engage in actions to address a problem (Hart
& Feldman, 2015, 2016). These actions might involve the everyday use of cutting-edge energy
storage science and technology. It could also involve the related information technology that
allows individuals to understand, for example, how much energy they are saving when moving
their solar panel-based energy to a household energy storage receptacle. Yet, this raises a
notable omission in the present study: the role of social media-based communication. Preexisting biases are likely to be more prominent when one is engaged in social media relative to
13

traditional media, particularly when one’s social media-based network is more homogeneous
(Hart, Feldman, Leiserowitz, & Maibach, 2015). One can thus expect that social media is
increasing the politicization of science content, and there is evidence in research on YouTuberelated content (Porter & Hellsten, 2014; M.A. Shapiro & Park, 2015; Matthew A. Shapiro & Park,
2018). How smart homes and smart phones dovetail with one’s online network – and the echo
chamber in which one positions oneself – has yet to be established. Future research should
integrate social media and smart home-based sources of data to make connections to energy
storage-related savings while assessing whether media consumption about energy storage
exacerbates or counters the effects of partisanship and homogeneous networks. For example,
information about household energy consumption could be shared with individuals to determine
whether it prompts decreases in household energy consumption, which would be consistent
with the effects of non-online sharing of energy consumption-related information with
householders (Allcott, 2011).

Conclusion
The primary motivation for this project was to address how the general public is hindered
– intentional or otherwise – by problematic access to science. Two assumptions are central.
First, public inaccessibility to science is a function of its inaccurate portrayal in the media.
Second, science is easily politicized, meaning that its uncertainty can be accentuated to cast
doubt on the existence of scientific consensus. The context of the present study has been
energy storage-related R&D, which is a clear analogue of climate change given the conflation
between the two in the current era of calls for (and against) “green R&D” and renewable energy.
This project has generated a comprehensive database of science-related content –
energy storage-related content more specifically – in the mainstream media. This area of
research is unique in that its application has not yet been widely applied to the marketplace.
Additionally, energy storage-related research is directly connected to climate change science,
an area of research that has been highly politicized over the last two decades. Thus, the
implication of politicized energy storage-related media content is that it is collateral damage
from the climate change “debate”. It has been found here that energy storage content is not
extensively politicized; however, it is frequently connected to the political realm with regard to its
related communications in mainstream news outlets. Indeed, given the centrality of topics such
as greenhouse gases and climate change in newspaper content focusing on energy storage,
caution is required going forward.
Politics dominate media content on energy storage, albeit in distinct ways between the
New York Times and The Guardian. Specifically, in the New York Times, the probability of the
presence of scientist-related content more than doubles when newspaper-assigned tags focus
on policy and politics. The probability of the presence of battery storage technology-related
content also doubles when tags focus on infrastructure and energy actors. With regard to The
Guardian, political content was more than five times more likely to be present when Australian
energy policies were discussed, and the presence of scientist-related content was found to
increase when energy storage-related policies are mentioned in an article. Yet, differences
between the two outlets allow us to argue that, at least the U.S. case (based on the New York
Times-related analysis), the foundation is now set for energy storage to be just as politicized as
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other energy-related topics that have been ideologically connected to climate change. For now,
energy storage is clearly political but not yet polarizing.
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